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ON THE INFINITE SWAPPING LIMIT FOR PARALLEL
TEMPERING
PAUL DUPUIS∗, YUFEI LIU† , NURIA PLATTNER‡ , AND J.D. DOLL§
Abstract. Parallel tempering, also known as replica exchange sampling, is an important method
for simulating complex systems. In this algorithm simulations are conducted in parallel at a series of
temperatures, and the key feature of the algorithm is a swap mechanism that exchanges configurations
between the parallel simulations at a given rate. The mechanism is designed to allow the low
temperature system of interest to escape from deep local energy minima where it might otherwise
be trapped, via those swaps with the higher temperature components. In this paper we introduce
a performance criteria for such schemes based on large deviation theory, and argue that the rate of
convergence is a monotone increasing function of the swap rate. This motivates the study of the
limit process as the swap rate goes to infinity. We construct a scheme which is equivalent to this
limit in a distributional sense, but which involves no swapping at all. Instead, the effect of the
swapping is captured by a collection of weights that influence both the dynamics and the empirical
measure. While theoretically optimal, this limit is not computationally feasible when the number
of temperatures is large, and so variations that are easy to implement and nearly optimal are also
developed.
Key words. Markov processes, pure jump, large deviations, relative entropy, ergodic theory,
martingale, random measure
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1. Introduction. The problem of computing integrals with respect to Gibbs
measures occurs in chemistry, physics, statistics, engineering and elsewhere. In many
situations, there are no viable alternatives to methods based on Monte Carlo. Given
an energy potential, there are standard methods to construct a Markov process whose
unique invariant distribution is the associated Gibbs measure, and an approximation
is given by the occupation or empirical measure of the process over some finite time
interval [10]. However, a weakness of these methods is that they may be slow to
converge. This happens when the dynamics of the process do not allow all important
parts of the state space to communicate easily with each other. In large scale applica-
tions this occurs frequently, since the potential function often has complex structures
involving multiple deep local minima.
An interesting method called “parallel tempering” has been designed to overcome
some of the difficulties associated with rare transitions [4, 6, 21, 22]. In this technique,
simulations are conducted in parallel at a series of temperatures. This method does
not require detailed knowledge of or intricate constructions related to the energy
surface and is a standard method for simulating complex systems. To illustrate the
main idea, we first discuss the diffusion case with two temperatures. Discrete time
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models will be considered later in the paper, and there are obvious analogues for
discrete state systems.
Suppose that the probability measure of interest is µ(dx) ∝ e−V (x)/τ1dx, where
τ1 is the temperature and V : R
d → R is the potential function. The normalization
constant of this distribution is typically unknown. Under suitable conditions on V ,
µ is the unique invariant distribution of the solution to the stochastic differential
equation
dX = −∇V (X)dt+√2τ1dW,
whereW is a d-dimensional standard Wiener process. A straightforward Monte Carlo
approximation to µ is the empirical measure over a large time interval of length T ,
namely,
1
T
∫ T+B
B
δX(t)(dx)dt,
where δx is the Dirac measure at x and B > 0 denotes a “burn-in” period. When V
has multiple deep local minima and the temperature τ1 is small, the diffusion X can
be trapped within these deep local minima for a long time before moving out to other
parts of the state space. This is the main cause for the inefficiency.
Now consider a second, larger temperature τ2. If W1 and W2 are independent
Wiener processes, then of course the empirical measure of the pair
dX1 = −∇V (X1)dt+
√
2τ1dW1 (1.1)
dX2 = −∇V (X2)dt+
√
2τ2dW2
gives an approximation to the Gibbs measure with density
π(x1, x2) ∝ e−
V (x1)
τ1 e
−
V (x2)
τ2 . (1.2)
The idea of parallel tempering is to allow “swaps” between the componentsX1 andX2.
In other words, at random times the X1 component is moved to the current location of
the X2 component, and vice versa. Swapping is done according to a state dependent
intensity, and so the resulting process is actually a Markov jump diffusion. The form of
the jump intensity can be selected so that the invariant distribution remains the same,
and thus the empirical measure of X1 can still be used to approximate µ. Specifically,
the jump intensity or swapping intensity is of the Metropolis form ag(X1, X2), where
g(x1, x2) = 1 ∧ π(x2, x1)
π(x1, x2)
(1.3)
and a ∈ (0,∞) is a constant. Note that the calculation of g does not require the
knowledge of the normalization constant. A straightforward calculation shows that π
is the stationary density for the resulting process for all values of a [see (2.2)]. We
refer to a as the “swap rate,” and note that as a increases, the swaps become more
frequent.
The intuition behind parallel tempering is that the higher temperature compo-
nent, being driven by a Wiener process with greater volatility, will move more easily
between the different parts of the state space. This “ease-of-movement” is transferred
to the lower temperature component via the swapping mechanism so that it is less
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likely to be trapped in the deep local minima of the energy potential. This, in turn, is
expected to lead to more rapid convergence of the empirical measure to the invariant
distribution of the low temperature component. There is an obvious extension to
more than two temperatures.
Although this procedure is remarkably simple and needs little detailed informa-
tion for implementation, relatively little is known regarding theoretical properties.
A number of papers discuss the efficiency and optimal design of parallel tempering
[8, 16, 15]. However, most of these discussions are based on heuristics and empirical
evidence. In general, some care is required to construct schemes that are effective.
For example, it can happen that for a given energy potential function and swapping
rate, the probability for swapping may be so low that it does not significantly improve
performance.
There are two aims to the current paper. The first is to introduce a performance
criteria for Monte Carlo schemes of this general kind that differs in some interesting
ways from traditional criteria, such as the magnitude of the sub-dominant eigenvalue
of a related operator [11, 25]. More precisely, we use the theory of large deviations to
define a “rate of convergence” for the empirical measure. The key observation here
is that this rate, and hence the performance of parallel tempering, is monotonically
increasing with respect to the swap rate a. Traditional wisdom in the application
of parallel tempering has been that one should not attempt to swap too frequently.
While an obvious reason is that the computational cost for swapping attempts might
become a burden, it was also argued that frequent swapping would result in poor
sampling. For a discussion on prior approaches to the question of how to set the
swapping rate and an argument in favor of frequent swapping, see [20, 19].
The use of this large deviation criteria and the resulting monotonicity with respect
to a directly suggest the second aim, which is to study parallel tempering in the
limit as a → ∞. Note that the computational cost due just to the swapping will
increase without bound, even on bounded time intervals, when a → ∞. However,
we will construct an alternative scheme, which uses different process dynamics and a
weighted empirical measure. Because this process no longer swaps particle positions,
it and the weighted empirical measure have a well-defined limit as a → ∞ which we
call infinite swapping. In effect, the swapping is achieved through the proper choice
of weights and state dependent diffusion coefficients. This is done for the case of both
continuous and discrete time processes with multiple temperatures.
An outline of the paper is as follows. In the next section the swapping model in
continuous time is introduced and the rate of convergence, as measured by a large
deviations rate function, is defined. The alternative scheme which is equivalent to
swapping but which has a well defined limit is introduced, and its limit as a→ ∞ is
identified. The following section considers the analogous limit model for more than
two temperatures, and discusses certain practical difficulties associated with direct
implementation when the number of temperatures is not small. The continuous time
model is used for illustration because both the large deviation rate and the weak limit
of the appropriately redefined swapping model take a simpler form than those of dis-
crete time models. However, the discrete time model is what is actually implemented
in practice. To bridge the gap between continuous time diffusion models and discrete
time models, in Section 4 we discuss the idea of infinite swapping for continuous time
Markov jump processes and prove that the key properties demonstrated for diffusion
models hold here as well. We also state a uniform (in the swapping parameter) large
deviation principle. The discrete time form actually used in numerical implementa-
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tion is presented in Section 5. Section 6 returns to the issue of implementation when
the number of temperatures is not small. In particular, we resolve the difficulty of
direct implementation of the infinite swapping models via approximation by what we
call partial infinite swapping models. Section 7 gives numerical examples, and an
appendix gives the proof of the uniform large deviation principle.
2. Diffusion models with two temperatures. Although the implementation
of parallel tempering uses a discrete time model, the motivation for the infinite swap-
ping limit is best illustrated in the setting where the state process is a continuous time
diffusion process. It is in this case that the large deviation rate function, as well as the
construction of a process that is distributionally equivalent to the infinite swapping
limit, is simplest. In order to minimize the notational overhead, we discuss in detail
the two temperature case. The extension to models with multiple temperatures is
obvious and will be stated in the next section.
2.1. Model setup. Let (X¯a1 , X¯
a
2 ) denote the Markov jump diffusion process of
parallel tempering with swap rate a. That is, between swaps (or jumps), the process
follows the diffusion dynamics (1.1). Jumps occur according to the state dependent
intensity function ag(X¯a1 , X¯
a
2 ). At a jump time t, the particles swap locations, that is,
(X¯a1 (t), X¯
a
2 (t)) = (X¯
a
2 (t−), X¯a1 (t−)). Hence for a smooth functions f : Rd × Rd → R
the infinitesimal generator of the process is given by
Laf(x1, x2) = −〈∇x1f(x1, x2),∇V (x1)〉 − 〈∇x2f(x1, x2),∇V (x2)〉
+ τ1tr
[∇2x1x1f(x1, x2)] + τ2tr [∇2x2x2f(x1, x2)]
+ ag(x1, x2) [f(x2, x1)− f(x1, x2)] ,
where ∇xif and ∇2xixif denote the gradient and the Hessian matrix with respect
to xi, respectively, and tr denotes trace. Throughout the paper we also assume the
growth condition
lim
r→∞
inf
x:|x|≥r
〈∇V (x), x/|x|〉 =∞. (2.1)
This condition not only ensures the existence and uniqueness of the invariant dis-
tribution, but also enforces the exponential tightness needed for the large deviation
principle for the empirical measures.
Recall the definition of π in (1.2) and let µ be the corresponding Gibbs probability
distribution, that is,
µ(dx1dx2) = π(x1, x2)dx1dx2 ∝ e−
V (x1)
τ1 e−
V (x2)
τ2 dx1dx2.
Straightforward calculations show that for any smooth function f which vanishes at
infinity ∫
Rd×Rd
Laf(x1, x2)µ(dx1dx2) = 0. (2.2)
Since the condition (2.1) implies that V (x) → ∞ as |x| → ∞, by the Echeverria’s
Theorem [5, Theorem 4.9.17], µ is the unique invariant probability distribution of the
process (X¯a1 , X¯
a
2 ).
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2.2. Rate of convergence by large deviations. It follows from the previ-
ous discussion and the ergodic theorem [1] that, for a fixed burn-in time B, with
probability one
λaT
.
=
1
T
∫ T+B
B
δ(X¯a1 (t),X¯a2 (t))dt⇒ µ
as T →∞. For notational simplicity we assume without loss of generality that B = 0
from now on. A basic question of interest is how rapid is this convergence, and how
does it depend on the swap rate a? In particular, what is the rate of convergence of
the lower temperature marginal?
We note that standard measures one might use for the rate of convergence, such as
the second eigenvalue of the associated operator, are not necessarily appropriate here.
They only provide indirect information on the convergence properties of the empirical
measure, which is the quantity of interest in the Monte Carlo approximation. Such
measures properly characterize the convergence rate of the transition probability
p(x, dy; t) = P
{
(X¯a1 (t), X¯
a
2 (t)) ∈ dy|(X¯a1 (0), X¯a2 (0)) = x
}
, x,y ∈ Rd × Rd,
as t → ∞. However, they neglect the time averaging effect of the empirical mea-
sure, an effect that is not present with the transition probability. In fact, it is easy
to construct examples such as nearly periodic Markov chains for which the second
eigenvalue suggests a slow convergence when in fact the empirical measure converges
quickly [17].
Another commonly used criterion for algorithm performance is the notion of
asymptotic variance [10, 12, 23]. For a given functional f : Rd × Rd → R, one
can establish a central limit theorem which asserts that as T →∞
Var
[
1√
T
∫ T
0
f(X¯a1 (t), X¯
a
2 (t)) dt
]
→ σ2.
The magnitude of σ is used to measure the statistical efficiency of the algorithm.
The asymptotic variance is closely related to the spectral properties of the underlying
probability transition kernel [7, 17]. However, as with the second eigenvalue the
usefulness of this criterion for evaluating performance of the empirical measure λaT is
not clear.
In this paper, we use the large deviation rate function to characterize the rate
of convergence of a sequence of random probability measures. To be more precise,
let S be a Polish space, that is, a complete and separable metric space. Denote by
P(S) the space of all probability measures on S. We equip P(S) with the topology of
weak convergence, though one can often use the stronger τ -topology [3]. Under the
weak topology, P(S) is metrizable and itself a Polish space. Note that the empirical
measure λaT is a random probability measure, that is, a random variable taking values
in the space P(S).
Definition 2.1. A sequence of random probability measures {γT } is said to
satisfy a large deviation principle (LDP) with rate function I : P(S) → [0,∞], if for
all open sets O ⊂ P(S)
lim inf
T→∞
1
T
logP {γT ∈ O} ≥ − inf
ν∈O
I(ν),
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for all closed sets F ⊂ P(S)
lim sup
T→∞
1
T
logP {γT ∈ F} ≤ − inf
ν∈F
I(ν),
and if {ν : I(ν) ≤M} is compact in P(S) for all M <∞.
For our problem all rate functions encountered will vanish only at the unique
invariant distribution µ, and hence give information on the rate of convergence of
λaT . A larger rate function will indicate faster convergence, though this is only an
asymptotic statement valid for sufficiently large T .
2.3. Explicit form of rate function. The large deviation theory for the empir-
ical measure of a Markov process was first studied in [2]. Besides the Feller property,
which will hold for all processes we consider, the validity of the LDP depends on two
types of conditions. One is a so-called transitivity condition, which requires that there
are times T1 and T2 such that for any x,y ∈ Rd × Rd,∫ T1
0
e−tp(x, dz; t)dt≪
∫ T2
0
e−tp(y, dz; t)dt,
where ≪ indicates that the measure in z on the left is absolutely continuous with
respect to the measure on the right. For the jump diffusion process we consider
here, this condition holds automatically since ∇V is bounded on bounded sets, g is
bounded, and the diffusion coefficients are uniformly non-degenerate. The second
type of condition is one that enforces a strong form of tightness, such as (2.1).
Under condition (2.1), the LDP holds for {λaT : T > 0} and the rate function, de-
noted by Ia, takes a fairly explicit form because the process is in continuous time and
reversible [2, 13]. We will state the following result and omit the largely straightfor-
ward calculation since its role here is motivational. [A uniform LDP for the analogous
jump Markov process will be stated in Section 4, and its proof is given in the appendix.]
Let ν be a probability measure on Rd×Rd with smooth density. Define θ(x1, x2) .=
[dν/dµ](x1, x2). Then I
a(ν) can be expressed as
Ia(ν) = J0(ν) + aJ1(ν), (2.3)
where
J0(ν) =
∫
Rd×Rd
1
8θ(x1, x2)2
[
τ1 ‖∇x1θ(x1, x2)‖2 + τ2 ‖∇x2θ(x1, x2)‖2
]
ν(dx1dx2)
J1(ν) =
∫
Rd×Rd
g(x1, x2)ℓ
(√
θ(x2, x1)
θ(x1, x2)
)
ν(dx1dx2),
and where ℓ (z) = z log z − z + 1 for z ≥ 0 is familiar from the large deviation theory
for jump processes.
The key observation is that the rate function Ia(ν) is affine in the swapping rate a,
with J0(ν) the rate function in the case of no swapping. Furthermore, J1(ν) ≥ 0 with
equality if and only if θ(x2, x1) = θ(x1, x2) for ν-a.e. (x1, x2). This form of the rate
function, and in particular its monotonicity in a, motivates the study of the infinite
swapping limit as a→∞.
Remark 2.2. The limit of the rate function Ia satisfies
I∞(ν)
.
= lim
a→∞
Ia(ν) =
{
J0(ν) θ(x1, x2) = θ(x2, x1) ν-a.s.,
∞ otherwise.
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Fig. 2.1. Temperature swapped and particle swapped processes
Hence for I∞(ν) to be finite it is necessary that ν put exactly the same relative weight
as µ on the points (x1, x2) and (x2, x1). Note that if a process could be constructed
with I∞ as its rate function, then with the large deviation rate as our criteria such
a process improves on parallel tempering with finite swapping rate in exactly those
situations where parallel tempering improves on the process with no swapping at all.
2.4. Infinite swapping limit. From a practical perspective, it may appear that
there are limitations on how much benefit one obtains by letting a → ∞. When im-
plemented in discrete time, the overall jump intensity corresponds to the generation
of roughly a independent random variables that are uniform on [0, 1] for each corre-
sponding unit of continuous time, and based on each uniform variable a comparison
is made to decide whether or not to make the swap. Hence even for fixed and finite
T , the computations required to simulate a single trajectory scale like a as a → ∞.
Thus it is of interest if one can gain the benefit of the higher swapping rate without
all the computational burden. This turns out to be possible, but requires that we
view the prelimit processes in a different way.
It is clear that the processes (X¯a1 , X¯
a
2 ) are not tight as a→∞, since the number
of discontinuities of size O(1) will grow without bound in any time interval of positive
length. In order to obtain a limit, we consider alternative processes defined by
dY¯ a1 = −∇V (Y¯ a1 )dt+
√
2τ11{Z¯a=0} + 2τ21{Z¯a=1} dW1 (2.4)
dY¯ a2 = −∇V (Y¯ a2 )dt+
√
2τ21{Z¯a=0} + 2τ11{Z¯a=1} dW2
where Z¯a is a jump process that switches from state 0 to state 1 with intensity
ag(Y¯ a1 , Y¯
a
2 ) and from state 1 to state 0 with intensity ag(Y¯
a
2 , Y¯
a
1 ). Compared to con-
ventional parallel tempering, the processes (Y¯ a1 , Y¯
a
2 ) swap the diffusion coefficients at
the jump times rather than the physical locations of two particles with constant dif-
fusion coefficients. For this reason, we refer to the solution to (2.4) as the temperature
swapped process, in order to distinguish it from the particle swapped process (X¯a1 , X¯
a
2 ).
We illustrate these processes in Figure 2.1. Note that the solid line and the dotted
line represent X¯a1 and X¯
a
2 , respectively. These processes have more and more frequent
jumps of size O(1) as a→∞. In contrast, the process (Y¯ a1 , Y¯ a2 ) have varying diffusion
coefficient. The figure attempts to also suggest features of the discrete time setting,
with both successful and failed swap attempts.
Clearly the empirical measure of (Y¯ a1 , Y¯
a
2 ) does not provide an approximation to
µ. Instead, we should shift attention between (Y¯ a1 , Y¯
a
2 ) and (Y¯
a
2 , Y¯
a
1 ) depending on
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the value of Z¯a. Indeed, the random probability measures
ηaT =
1
T
∫ T
0
[
1{Z¯a(t)=0}δ(Y¯ a1 (t),Y¯ a2 (t)) + 1{Z¯a(t)=1}δ(Y¯ a2 (t),Y¯ a1 (t))
]
dt (2.5)
have the same distribution as
1
T
∫ T
0
δ(X¯a1 (s),X¯a2 (s))ds,
and hence converge to µ at the same rate. However, these processes and measures have
well defined limits in distribution as a → ∞. More precisely, we have the following
result. For the proof see [9]. Related (but more complex) calculations are needed to
prove the uniform large deviation result given in Theorem 4.1.
Theorem 2.3. Assume that ∇V is locally Lipschitz continuous. Then for each
T the sequence (Y¯ a1 , Y¯
a
2 , η
a
T ) converges in distribution to (Y¯
∞
1 , Y¯
∞
2 , ηT ) as a → ∞,
where (Y¯∞1 , Y¯
∞
2 ) is the unique strong solution to
dY¯∞1 = −∇V (Y¯∞1 )dt+
√
2τ1ρ(Y¯∞1 , Y¯
∞
2 ) + 2τ2ρ(Y¯
∞
2 , Y¯
∞
1 )dW1 (2.6)
dY¯∞2 = −∇V (Y¯∞2 )dt+
√
2τ2ρ(Y¯∞1 , Y¯
∞
2 ) + 2τ1ρ(Y¯
∞
2 , Y¯
∞
1 )dW2,
η∞T =
1
T
∫ T
0
[
ρ(Y¯∞1 (t), Y¯
∞
2 (t))δ(Y¯∞1 (t),Y¯∞2 (t)) + ρ(Y¯
∞
2 (t), Y¯
∞
1 (t))δ(Y¯∞2 (t),Y¯∞1 (t))
]
dt,
(2.7)
and
ρ(x1, x2)
.
=
π(x1, x2)
π(x2, x1) + π(x1, x2)
.
The existence and form of the limit are due to the time scale separation between
the fast Z¯a process and the slow (Y¯ a1 , Y¯
a
2 ) process. To give an intuitive explanation of
the limit dynamics, consider the prelimit processes (2.4). Suppose that on a small time
interval, the value of the slow process (Y¯ a1 , Y¯
a
2 ) does not vary much, say (Y¯
a
1 , Y¯
a
2 ) ≈
(x1, x2). Given the dynamics of the binary process Z¯
a, it is easy to verify that as
a tends to infinity the fractions of time that Z¯a = 0 and Z¯a = 1 are ρ(x1, x2) and
ρ(x2, x1), respectively. This leads to the limit dynamics (2.6). When mapped back to
the particle swapped process, ρ(x1, x2) and ρ(x2, x1) account for the fraction of time
that (X¯a1 , X¯
a
2 ) = (x1, x2) and (X¯
a
1 , X¯
a
2 ) = (x2, x1), respectively, which naturally leads
to the limit weighted empirical measure (2.7).
The weights ρ1 and ρ2 do not depend on the unknown normalization constant,
and in fact
ρ(x1, x2) =
e
−
V (x1)
τ1
−
V (x2)
τ2
e−
V (x1)
τ1
−
V (x2)
τ2 + e−
V (x2)
τ1
−
V (x1)
τ2
(2.8)
and
ρ(x2, x1) = 1− ρ(x1, x2) = e
−
V (x2)
τ1
−
V (x1)
τ2
e−
V (x1)
τ1
−
V (x2)
τ2 + e−
V (x2)
τ1
−
V (x1)
τ2
.
The following properties of the limit system are worth noting.
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1. Instantaneous equilibration of multiple locations. Observe that
the lower temperature component of this modified “empirical measure,” i.e.,
the first marginal, uses contributions from both components at all times, cor-
rected according to the weights. The form of the weights in (2.7) guarantees
that the contributions to η∞T from locations (Y¯
∞
1 , Y¯
∞
2 ) and (Y¯
∞
2 , Y¯
∞
1 ) are at
any time perfectly balanced according to the invariant distribution on product
space.
2. Symmetry and invariant distribution. While the marginals of η∞T play
very different roles, the dynamics of Y¯∞1 and Y¯
∞
2 are actually symmetric.
Using the Echeverria’s Theorem [5, Theorem 4.9.17], it can be shown that
the unique invariant distribution of the process (Y¯∞1 , Y¯
∞
2 ) has the density
1
2
[π(x1, x2) + π(x2, x1)].
It then follows from the ergodic theorem that η∞T ⇒ µ w.p.1 as T → ∞.
This is hardly surprising, since µ is the invariant distribution for the prelimit
processes (X¯a1 , X¯
a
2 ).
3. Escape from local minima. Finally it is worth commenting on the be-
havior of the diffusion coefficients as a function of the relative positions of
Y¯∞1 and Y¯
∞
2 on an energy landscape. Recall that τ1 < τ2. Suppose that
Y¯∞1 (t) is near the bottom of a local minimum (which for simplicity we set to
be zero), while Y¯∞2 (t) is at a higher energy level, perhaps within the same
local minimum. Then
ρ(y1, y2) ≈ e
−
V (y2)
τ2
e
−
V (y2)
τ2 + e
−
V (y2)
τ1
≈ 1, ρ(y2, y1) = 1− ρ(y1, y2) ≈ 0.
Thus to some degree the dynamics look like
dY¯∞1 = −∇V (Y¯∞1 )dt+
√
2τ1dW1
dY¯∞2 = −∇V (Y¯∞2 )dt+
√
2τ2dW2,
i.e., the particle higher up on the energy landscape is given the greater dif-
fusion coefficient, while the one near the bottom of the well is automatically
given the lower coefficient. Hence the particle which is already closer to escap-
ing from the well is automatically given the greater noise (within the confines
of (τ1, τ2)). Recalling the role of the higher temperature particle is to more
assiduously explore the landscape in parallel tempering, this is an interesting
property.
One can apply results from [2] to show that the empirical measure of the infinite
swapping limit {η∞T : T > 0} satisfies a large deviation principle with rate function
I∞ as defined in Remark 2.2. However, to justify the claim that the infinite swapping
model is truly superior to the finite swapping variant (note that I∞ ≥ Ia for any
finite a), one should establish a uniform large deviation principle, which would show
that I∞ is the correct rate function for any sequence {aT : T > 0} ⊂ [0,∞] such that
aT → ∞ as T → ∞. We omit the proof here, since in Theorem 4.1 the analogous
result will be proved in the setting of continuous time jump Markov processes.
3. Diffusion models with multiple temperatures. In practice parallel tem-
pering uses swaps between more than two temperatures. A key reason is that if the
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gap between the temperatures is too large then the probability of a successful swap
under the [discrete time version of the] Metropolis rule (1.3) is far too low for the
exchange of information to be effective. A natural generalization is to introduce, to
the degree that computational feasibility is maintained, a ladder of higher temper-
atures, and then attempt pairwise swaps between particles. There are a variety of
schemes used to select which pair to attempt the swap, including deterministic and
randomized rules for selecting only adjacent temperatures or arbitrary pair of tem-
peratures. However, if one were to replace any of these particle swapped processes
with its equivalent temperature swapped analogue and consider the infinite swapping
limit, one would get the same system of process dynamics and weighted empirical
measures which we now describe.
Suppose that besides the lowest temperature τ1 (in many cases the temperature
of principal interest), we introduce the collection of higher temperatures
τ1 < τ2 < · · · < τK .
Let y = (y1, y2, . . . , yK) ∈ (Rd)K be a generic point in the state space of the process
and define a product Gibbs distribution with the density
π (y) = π (y1, y2, . . . , yK) ∝ e−V (y1)/τ1e−V (y2)/τ2 · · · e−V (yK)/τK .
The limit of the temperature swapped processes with K temperatures takes the form
dY¯∞1 = −∇V
(
Y¯∞1
)
dt+
√
2ρ11τ1 + 2ρ12τ2 + . . .+ 2ρ1KτKdW1
dY¯∞2 = −∇V
(
Y¯∞2
)
dt+
√
2ρ21τ1 + 2ρ22τ2 + . . .+ 2ρ2KτKdW2
...
dY¯∞K = −∇V
(
Y¯∞K
)
dt+
√
2ρK1τ1 + 2ρK2τ2 + . . .+ 2ρKKτKdWK .
To define these weights ρij it is convenient to introduce some new notation.
Let SK be the collection of all bijective mappings from {1, 2, . . . ,K} to itself.
SK has K! elements, each of which corresponds to a unique permutation of the set
{1, 2, . . . ,K}, and SK forms a group with the group action defined by composition.
Let σ−1 denote the inverse of σ. Furthermore, for each σ ∈ SK and every y =
(y1, y2, . . . , yK) ∈ (Rd)K , define yσ .=
(
yσ(1), yσ(2), . . . , yσ(K)
)
.
At the level of the prelimit particle swapped process, we interpret the permu-
tation σ to correspond to event that the particles at location y = (y1, y2, . . . , yK)
are swapped to the new location yσ =
(
yσ(1), yσ(2), . . . , yσ(K)
)
. Under the tempera-
ture swapped process, this corresponds to the event that particles initially assigned
temperatures in the order τ1, τ2, . . . , τK have now been assigned the temperatures
τσ−1(1), τσ−1(2), . . . , τσ−1(K).
The identification of the infinite swapping limit of the temperature swapped pro-
cesses is very similar to that of the two temperature model in the previous section.
By exploiting the time-scale separation, one can assume that in a small time interval
the only motion is due to temperature swapping and the motion due to diffusion is
negligible. Hence the fraction of time that the permutation σ is in effect should again
be proportional to the relative weight assigned by the invariant distribution to yσ,
that is,
π(yσ) = π
(
yσ(1), yσ(2), . . . , yσ(K)
)
.
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Thus if
w(y)
.
=
π(y)∑
θ∈SK
π(yθ)
,
then the fraction of time that the permutation σ is in effect is w(yσ). Note that for
any y, ∑
σ∈SK
w(yσ) = 1.
Going back to the definition of the weights ρij(y), i, j = 1, . . . ,K, it is clear that they
represent the limit proportion of time that the i-th particle is assigned the temperature
j and hence will satisfy
ρij (y) =
∑
σ: σ(j)=i
w (yσ) .
Likewise the replacement for the empirical measure, accounting as it does for mapping
the temperature swapped process back to the particle swapped process, is given by
η∞T =
1
T
∫ T
0
∑
σ∈SK
w(Y¯
∞
σ (t))δY¯ ∞σ (t)dt, (3.1)
where Y¯
∞
σ (t)
.
= [Y¯
∞
(t)]σ = (Y¯
∞
σ(1)(t), Y¯
∞
σ(2)(t), . . . , Y¯
∞
σ(K)(t)).
The instantaneous equilibration property still holds for the infinite swapping sys-
tem with multiple temperatures. That is, at any time t ∈ [0, T ] and given a current
position Y¯
∞
(t) = y, the weighted empirical measure η∞T has contributions from all
locations of the form yσ, σ ∈ SK , balanced exactly according to their relative contri-
butions from the invariant density π (yσ). The dynamics of Y¯
∞
are again symmetric,
and the density of the invariant distribution at point y is
1
K!
∑
σ∈SK
π(yσ).
Remark 3.1. The infinite swapping process described above allows the most
effective communication between all temperatures, and is the “best” in the sense
that it leads to the largest large deviation rate function and hence the fastest rate of
convergence. However, computation of the coefficients becomes very demanding for
even moderate values of K, since one needs to evaluate K! terms from all possible
permutations. In Section 5 we discuss a more tractable and easily implementable
family of schemes which are essentially approximations to the infinite swapping model
presented in the current section and have very similar performance. We call the
current model the full infinite swapping model since it uses the whole permutation
group SK , as opposed to the partial infinite swapping model in Section 5 where only
subgroups of SK are used.
4. Infinite swapping for jump Markov processes. The continuous time
diffusion model is a convenient vehicle to convey the main idea of infinite swapping.
In practice, however, algorithms are implemented in discrete time. In this section we
discuss continuous time pure jump Markov processes and the associated infinite swap-
ping limit. The purpose of this intermediate step is to serve as a bridge between the
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diffusion and discrete time Markov chain models. These two types of processes have
some subtle differences regarding the infinite swapping limit which is best illustrated
through the continuous time jump Markov model.
In this section we discuss the two-temperature model, and omit the completely
analogous multiple-temperature counterpart. We will not refer to temperatures τ1
and τ2 to distinguish dynamics. Instead, let α1(x, dy) and α2(x, dy) be two proba-
bility transition kernels on Rd given Rd. One can think of αi as the dynamics under
temperature τi for i = 1, 2. We assume that for each i = 1, 2 the stationary distribu-
tion µi associated with the transition kernel αi admits the density πi in order to be
consistent with the diffusion models, and define
µ = µ1 × µ2, π(x1, x2) = π1(x1)π2(x2).
We assume that the kernels are Feller and have a density that is uniformly bounded
with respect to Lebesgue measure. These conditions would always be satisfied in
practice. Finally, we assume that the detailed balance or reversibility condition holds,
that is,
αi(x, dz)πi(x)dx = αi(z, dx)πi(z)dz. (4.1)
4.1. Model setup. In the absence of swapping [i.e., swapping rate a = 0],
the dynamics of the system are as follows. Let X0 = {X0(t) = (X01 (t), X02 (t)) :
t ≥ 0} denote a continuous time process taking values in Rd × Rd. The probability
transition kernel associated with the embedded Markov chain, denoted by X¯
0
=
{(X¯01 (j), X¯02 (j)) : j = 0, 1, . . .}, is
P{X¯0(j + 1) ∈ (dy1, dy2)|X¯0(j) = (x1, x2)} = α1(x1, dy1)α2(x2, dy2).
Without loss of generality, we assume that the jump times occur according to a
Poisson process with rate one. In other words, let {τi} be a sequence of independent
and identically distributed (iid) exponential random variables with rate one that are
independent of X¯
0
. Then
X
0(t) = X¯
0
(j), for
j∑
i=1
τi ≤ t <
j+1∑
i=1
τi.
The infinitesimal generator of X0 is such that for a given smooth function f ,
L0f(x1, x2) =
∫
Rd×Rd
[f(y1, y2)− f(x1, x2)]α1(x1, dy1)α2(x2, dy2).
Owing to the detailed balance condition (4.1), the operator L0 is self-adjoint.
Using arguments similar to but simpler than those used to prove the uniform LDP
in Theorem 4.1, the large deviations rate function I0 associated with the occupation
measure
η0T =
1
T
∫ T
0
δX0(t) dt
can be explicitly identified: for any probability measure ν on Rd × Rd with ν ≪ µ
and θ = dν/dµ,
I0(ν) = 1−
∫
(Rd×Rd)2
√
θ(x1, x2)θ(y1, y2)π(x1, x2)α1(x1, dy1)α2(x2, dy2) dx1dx2,
and I0 is extended to all of P(Rd × Rd) by lower semicontinuous regularization.
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4.2. Finite swapping model. Denote by Xa = {(Xa1 (t), Xa2 (t)) : t ≥ 0} the
state process of the finite swapping model with swapping rate a, and let X¯
a
=
{(X¯a1 (j), X¯a2 (j)) : j = 0, 1, . . .} be the embedded Markov chain. The probability
transition kernel for X¯
a
is
P{X¯a(j + 1) ∈ (dy1, dy2)|X¯a(j) = (x1, x2)} = 1
a+ 1
α1(x1, dy1)α2(x2, dy2)
+
a
a+ 1
[
g(x1, x2)δ(x2,x1)(dy1, dy2) + (1 − g(x1, x2))δ(x1,x2)(dy1, dy2)
]
,
where g is defined as in (1.3). Furthermore, let {τai } be a sequence of iid exponential
random variables with rate (a+ 1) and define
X
a(t) = X¯
a
(j), for
j∑
i=1
τai ≤ t <
j+1∑
i=1
τai .
In other words, the jumps occur according to a Poisson process with rate a+1. Note
that there are two types of jumps. At any jump time, with probability 1/(a + 1) it
will be a jump according to the underlying probability transition kernels α1 and α2.
With probability a/(a+ 1) it will be an attempted swap which will succeed with the
probability determined by g. As a grows, the swap attempts become more and more
frequent. However, the time between two consecutive jumps of the first type will have
the same distribution as
Sa =
Na∑
i=1
τai
where Na is a geometric random variable with parameter 1/(a+1). It is easy to argue
that for any a the distribution of Sa is exponential with rate one. This observation
will be useful when we derive the infinite swapping limit.
The infinitesimal generator La of X¯a is such that for any smooth function f on
R
d × Rd
Laf(x1, x2) =
∫
Rd×Rd
[f(y1, y2)− f(x1, x2)]α1(x1, dy1)α2(x2, dy2)
+ ag(x1, x2)[f(x2, x1)− f(x1, x2)].
It is not difficult to check that the stationary distribution of X¯
a
remains µ and that
La is self-adjoint. As before, the large deviation rate function Ia for the occupation
measure
ηaT =
1
T
∫ T
0
δXa(t) dt (4.2)
can be explicitly identified. Indeed, for any probability measure ν on Rd × Rd with
ν ≪ µ and θ = dν/dµ
Ia(ν) = I0(ν) + aJ(ν),
where
J(ν) =
∫
Rd×Rd
g(x1, x2)ℓ
(√
θ(x2, x1)
θ(x1, x2)
)
ν(dx1, dx2).
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Note that as before, Ia is monotonically increasing with respect to a. Since J(ν) ≥ 0
with equality if and only if θ(x1, x2) = θ(x2, x1) ν-a.e., we have
I∞(ν)
.
= lim
a→∞
Ia(ν) =
{
I0(ν) if θ(x1, x2) = θ(x2, x1) ν-a.s.,
∞ otherwise. (4.3)
4.3. Infinite swapping limit. The infinite swapping limit for Xa as a → ∞
can be similarly obtained by considering the corresponding temperature swapped
processes. Since the times between jumps determined by α1 and α2 are always ex-
ponential with rate one, the infinite swapping limit Y ∞ = (Y∞1 , Y
∞
2 ) is a pure jump
Markov process where jumps occur according to a Poisson process with rate one. In
other words,
Y ∞(t) = Y¯
∞
(j), for
j∑
i=1
τi ≤ t <
j+1∑
i=1
τi,
where Y¯
∞
is the embedded Markov chain and {τi} a sequence of iid exponential
random variables with rate one. Furthermore, the probability transition kernel for
Y¯
∞
is
P{Y¯ ∞(j + 1) ∈ (dz1, dz2)|Y¯ ∞(j) = (y1, y2)} (4.4)
= ρ(y1, y2)α1(y1, dz1)α2(y2, dz2) + ρ(y2, y1)α2(y1, dz1)α1(y2, dz2),
where the weight function ρ is defined as in Theorem 2.3. It is not difficult to argue
that the stationary distribution for Y ∞ is
µ¯(dy1, dy2) =
1
2
[π(y1, y2) + π(y2, y1)] dy1dy2,
and the weighted occupation measure
η∞T =
1
T
∫ T
0
[
ρ(Y∞1 (t), Y
∞
2 (t))δ(Y∞1 (t),Y∞2 (t)) + ρ(Y
∞
2 (t), Y
∞
1 (t))δ(Y∞2 (t),Y∞1 (t))
]
dt
(4.5)
converges to µ(dx1, dx2) = π(x1, x2)dx1dx2 as T →∞. It is obvious that the dynam-
ics of the infinite swapping limit are symmetric and instantaneously equilibrate the
contribution from (Y1, Y2) and (Y2, Y1) according to the invariant measure, owing to
the weight function ρ.
We have the following uniform large deviation principle result, which justifies the
superiority of infinite swapping model. Its proof is deferred to the appendix. It should
be noted that rate identification is not covered by the existing literature, even in the
case of a fixed swapping rate, due to the pure jump nature of the process.
Theorem 4.1. The occupation measure {η∞T : T > 0} satisfies a large deviation
principle with rate function I∞. More generally, define the finite swapping model as
in Subsection 4.2. Consider any sequence {aT : T > 0} ⊂ [0,∞] such that aT → ∞
as T → ∞, and interpret aT < ∞ to mean that ηaTT is defined by (4.2) with a = aT ,
and aT = ∞ to mean that ηaTT is defined by (4.5). Then {ηaTT : T > 0} satisfies an
LDP with the rate function I∞ defined in equation (4.3).
5. Discrete time process models.
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5.1. Conventional parallel tempering algorithms. In the discrete time,
multi-temperature algorithms that are actually implemented, a swap is attempted
after a deterministic or random number of time steps, with a success probability of
the form (1.3). The two temperatures corresponding to particles for which a swap
is attempted can be chosen according to a deterministic or random schedule, and as
noted previously are usually adjacent since otherwise the success probability (1.3) will
be too small to allow efficient exchange of information.
As before it suffices to describe the algorithm in the setting of two temperatures.
As in Section 4, let αi(x, dy) denote the probability transition kernel for temperature
τi whose stationary distribution has a density πi for i = 1, 2. For now let N = 1/a
be a fixed positive integer that determines the frequency of swap attempts. Let
X¯ = {(X¯1(j), X¯2(j)) : j = 0, 1, . . .} denote the state process. Then the evolution of
the dynamics is as follows. For any integer k ≥ 1 and (k−1)(N+1) ≤ j ≤ k(N+1)−2,
P{X¯(j + 1) ∈ (dy1, dy2)|X¯(j) = (x1, x2)} = α1(x1, dy1)α2(x2, dy2)
and for j = k(N + 1)− 1,
P{X¯(j + 1) = (x2, x1)|X¯(j) = (x1, x2)} = g(x1, x2),
P{X¯(j + 1) = (x1, x2)|X¯(j) = (x1, x2)} = 1− g(x1, x2).
Thus a swap is attempted after every N ordinary time steps based on the underlying
transition kernels α1 and α2. The case N = 1/a with a an integer greater than one
corresponds to the case where multiple swaps are attempted between two ordinary
time steps. The unique invariant distribution of X¯ is µ(dx1dx2) = π(x1, x2) dx1dx2,
regardless of the value of N , and the occupation measure
1
J
J−1∑
j=0
δX(j)
converges to µ as J →∞ almost surely.
Remark 5.1. Note that N could be random. For example, if N is chosen to be
a geometric random variable with mean λ, then X¯ is exactly the embedded Markov
chain of the pure jump Markov process X¯a with a = 1/λ in Subsection 4.2.
5.2. Infinite swapping model. As with the continuous time case, to produce
a well-defined limit one must consider the temperature swapped process and then
consider the limit as swapping frequency tends to infinity. It turns out that the
limit is exactly the embedded Markov chain for the pure jump Markov process in
Subsection 4.3. That is, the infinite swapping limit in discrete time is a Markov chain
Y¯
∞
=
{
(Y¯∞1 (j), Y¯
∞
2 (j)) : j = 0, 1, . . .
}
with the transition kernel
ρ(y1, y2)α1(y1, dz1)α2(y2, dz2) + ρ(y2, y1)α2(y1, dz1)α1(y2, dz2). (5.1)
The corresponding weighted empirical measure is
η∞J
.
=
1
J
J−1∑
j=0
[
ρ(Y¯∞1 (j), Y¯
∞
2 (j))δ(Y¯∞1 (j),Y¯∞2 (j)) + ρ(Y¯
∞
2 (j), Y¯
∞
1 (j))δ(Y¯∞2 (j),Y¯∞1 (j))
]
.
(5.2)
The generalization to multiple temperatures is also straightforward. Suppose that
there areK temperatures. Denote the infinite swapping limit process by Y¯ = {Y¯ (j) :
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j = 0, 1, . . .}, which is a Markov chain taking values in the space (Rd)K . Given that
the current state of the chain is Y¯
∞
(j) = y = (y1, . . . , yK), define as before the
weights
w (y)
.
=
π (y)∑
θ∈SK
π (yθ)
.
Then the transition kernel of Y¯
∞
is
P (Y¯
∞
(j + 1) ∈ dz|Y¯ ∞(j) = y) =
∑
σ∈SK
w(yσ)α1(yσ(1), dzσ(1)) · · ·αK(yσ(K), dzσ(K)).
The discrete time numerical approximation to the invariant distribution is
η∞J
.
=
1
J
J−1∑
j=0
∑
σ∈SK
w(Y¯
∞
σ (j))δY¯ ∞σ (j).
Remark 5.2. It is not difficult to derive large deviation principles for the discrete
time finite swapping or infinite swapping models. However, it remains an open ques-
tion whether the rate function is monotonic with respect to the swap rate (frequency).
However, the discrete time large deviation rate function can be obtained from that
of the continuous time pure jump Markov process models through the contraction
principle, and the two coincide in the limit as the transition kernels αi correspond to
an infinitesimal time step for the diffusion process (1.1). Hence the discrete time rate
function will be at least approximately monotone, and in this sense the infinite swap-
ping limit should (at least approximately) dominate all finite swapping algorithms.
This is supported by the data presented in Section 7 and the much more extensive
empirical study presented in [14].
6. Partial infinite swapping. As noted in Section 3, the number of weights and
their calculation can become unwieldy for infinite swapping even when the number of
temperatures is moderate. In this section we construct algorithms that maintain most
of the benefit of the infinite swapping algorithm but at a much lower computational
cost. In the first subsection we describe the infinite swapping limit models when only a
subgroup of the permutations of the particles (respectively, temperatures) are allowed
by the prelimit particle (respectively, temperature) swapped process. The computa-
tional complexity of these limit models will be controlled by limiting the number of
permutations that communicate with each other through the swapping mechanism.
The infinite swapping models in this subsection will be called partial infinite swapping
models, as opposed to the full infinite swapping models in the previous section. The
second subsection shows how such partial infinite swapping schemes can be interwoven
to approximate the full infinite swapping model.
6.1. Partial infinite swapping models. We consider subsets A of SK with
the property that A is an algebraic subgroup of SK . That is,
1. the identity belongs to A;
2. if σ1, σ2 ∈ A then σ1 ◦ σ2 ∈ A, where ◦ denotes composition;
3. if σ ∈ A then σ−1 ∈ A.
Although one can write down a partial infinite swapping model that corresponds
to instantaneous equilibration for an arbitrary subset A, it is only when A is a sub-
group that the corresponding partial infinite swapping process has an interpretation
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as the limit of parallel tempering type processes. When alternating between partial
infinite swapping processes, a “handoff” rule will be needed, and it is only for those
which correspond to subgroups that such a handoff rule is well defined. This point is
discussed in some detail in the next section.
The definition of the partial infinite swapping process based on A is completely
analogous to that of the full infinite swapping process. The state process {Y¯ (j) : j =
0, 1, . . .} is a Markov chain with the transition kernel
αA(y, dz)
.
=
∑
σ∈A
w˜A (yσ)α1(yσ(1), dzσ(1)) · · ·αK(yσ(K), dzσ(K)) (6.1)
and the weighted empirical measure is
η˜J
.
=
1
J
J−1∑
j=0
∑
σ∈A
w˜A(Y¯ σ(j))δY¯ σ(j),
where the weight function w˜A is defined by
w˜A (y)
.
=
π (y)∑
θ∈A π (yθ)
, (6.2)
and satisfies for any y ∑
σ∈A
w˜A(yσ) = 1.
We omit the dependence on both a = ∞ and A from the notation. Note that in
contrast with the full swapping system, it is only those permutations of y corre-
sponding to σ ∈ A that are balanced according to the invariant distribution in their
contributions to η˜J .
To illustrate the construction we present a few examples. With a standard abuse
of notation denote the permutation σ such that σ(i) = ai by the form (a1, a2, . . . , aK).
In particular, (1, 2, . . . ,K) is the identity of the group SK .
Example 6.1. Let K = 4 and A = {(1, 2, 3, 4), (2, 1, 3, 4)}. This corresponds to
only allowing swaps between temperatures τ1 and τ2 at the prelimit. Define
w˜(y) =
π(y1, y2, y3, y4)
π(y1, y2, y3, y4) + π(y2, y1, y3, y4)
The probability transition kernel of the corresponding partial infinite swapping process
is given by
w˜ (y1, y2, y3, y4)α1(y1, dz1)α2(y2, dz2)α3(y3, dz3)α4(y4, dz4)
+ w˜ (y2, y1, y3, y4)α1(y2, dz2)α2(y1, dz1)α3(y3, dz3)α4(y4, dz4)
and the contribution to the weighted empirical measure is
w˜
(
Y¯1, Y¯2, Y¯3, Y¯4
)
δ(Y¯1,Y¯2,Y¯3,Y¯4) + w˜
(
Y¯2, Y¯1, Y¯3, Y¯4
)
δ(Y¯2,Y¯1,Y¯3,Y¯4).
Note that with πij denoting the marginal invariant distribution on the i-th and j-th
components, the weight function can be written as
w˜(y) =
π12(y1, y2)
π12(y1, y2) + π12(y2, y1)
,
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which is consistent with the weights of the two-temperature model in Theorem 2.3.
Example 6.2. Again take K = 4, but this time use the subgroup generated by
(2, 1, 3, 4) and (1, 2, 4, 3), i.e., A = {(1, 2, 3, 4), (2, 1, 3, 4), (1, 2, 4, 3), (2, 1, 4, 3)}. Then
the dynamics are given by
w˜ (y1, y2, y3, y4)α1(y1, dz1)α2(y2, dz2)α3(y3, dz3)α4(y4, dz4)
+ w˜ (y2, y1, y3, y4)α1(y2, dz2)α2(y1, dz1)α3(y3, dz3)α4(y4, dz4)
+ w˜ (y1, y2, y4, y3)α1(y1, dz1)α2(y2, dz2)α3(y4, dz4)α4(y3, dz3)
+ w˜ (y2, y1, y4, y3)α1(y2, dz2)α2(y1, dz1)α3(y4, dz4)α4(y3, dz3)
where the weight function w˜ is defined by
w˜ (y) =
π (y1, y2, y3, y4)
π (y1, y2, y3, y4) + π (y2, y1, y3, y4) + π (y1, y2, y4, y3) + π (y2, y1, y4, y3)
.
The contribution to the weighted empirical measure is
w˜
(
Y¯1, Y¯2, Y¯3, Y¯4
)
δ(Y¯1,Y¯2,Y¯3,Y¯4) + w˜
(
Y¯2, Y¯1, Y¯3, Y¯4
)
δ(Y¯2,Y¯1,Y¯3,Y¯4)
+ w˜
(
Y¯1, Y¯2, Y¯4, Y¯3
)
δ(Y¯1,Y¯2,Y¯4,Y¯3) + w˜
(
Y¯2, Y¯1, Y¯4, Y¯3
)
δ(Y¯2,Y¯1,Y¯4,Y¯3).
Example 6.3. We let K = 3 and take A to be the subgroup of SK generated
by the rotation (2, 3, 1), i.e., A = {(1, 2, 3), (2, 3, 1), (3, 1, 2)}. Then the dynamics are
given by
w˜ (y1, y2, y3)α1(y1, dz1)α2(y2, dz2)α3(y3, dz3)
+ w˜ (y2, y3, y1)α1(y2, dz2)α2(y3, dz3)α3(y1, dz1)
+ w˜ (y3, y1, y2)α1(y3, dz3)α2(y1, dz1)α3(y2, dz2)
where
w˜ (y) =
π(y1, y2, y3)
π(y1, y2, y3) + π (y2, y3, y1) + π (y3, y1, y2)
and the contribution to the weighted empirical measure is
w˜1
(
Y¯1, Y¯2, Y¯3
)
δ(Y¯1,Y¯2,Y¯3) + w˜2(Y¯2, Y¯3, Y¯1)δ(Y¯2,Y¯3,Y¯1) + w˜3
(
Y¯3, Y¯1, Y¯3
)
δ(Y¯3,Y¯1,Y¯3).
The first two examples would correspond to the infinite swapping limit of a stan-
dard parallel tempering process, where swaps between only 1 and 2 are allowed in
the first example, and swaps between 1 and 2 and swaps between 3 and 4 are al-
lowed in the second. Note that the computational complexity does not increase sig-
nificantly between the first and second example. The third example corresponds
to a very different sort of prelimit process, in which “rotations” of the coordinates
(y1, y2, y3) → (y2, y3, y1) → (y3, y1, y2) → (y1, y2, y3) are allowed. One can devise a
Metropolis type rule that allows such “swaps” and yields the indicated infinite swap-
ping system.
6.2. Approximating full infinite swapping by partial swapping. In this
section we consider the issue of alternating between such partial infinite swapping
systems to approximate the full infinite swapping limit. Let A and B be subgroups of
SK . A and B are said to generate SK if the smallest subgroup that contains A and B
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is SK itself. Note that the total number of permutations in A∪B can be significantly
smaller than K!, the size of SK . In fact, it is possible to construct subgroups A and
B that generate SK and that the total number of permutations in A ∪ B is of order
K. There is an obvious extension to more than two subgroups.
Example 6.4. Let K = 4 and let A be generated by {(2, 1, 3, 4), (1, 3, 2, 4)} and
B be generated by {(1, 3, 2, 4), (1, 2, 4, 3)}, respectively. Thus A is the collection of
6 permutations that fix the last component and allow all rearrangements of the first
three, while B fixes the first component and allows all rearrangements of the last three.
Then A and B generate SK .
Example 6.5. Let K = 4 and let A and B be subgroups generated by {(2, 1, 3, 4)}
and {(2, 3, 4, 1)}, respectively. In other words, A = {(1, 2, 3, 4), (2, 1, 3, 4)} corre-
sponds to only allowing permutations between the first two components, while B =
{(1, 2, 3, 4), (2, 3, 4, 1), (3, 4, 1, 2), (4, 1, 2, 3)} corresponds to cycling of the four temper-
atures. Then A and B generate SK.
To keep the computational cost controlled, one can approximate the full infinite
swapping model by alternating between partial infinite swapping processes whose as-
sociated subgroups generate the whole group. However, one must be careful in how
the “handoff” is made when switching between different partial swapping models. It
turns out that one cannot simply switch between different partial infinite swapping
dynamics (i.e., transition kernels). Recall that in order to get a consistent approxima-
tion to the desired target invariant distribution we do not use the empirical measure
generated by Y¯ , but rather a carefully constructed weighted empirical measure that
works with several permutations of Y¯ . Simply switching the dynamics and weights
will in fact produce an algorithm that may not converge to the target distribution.
To see how one should design a handoff rule, note that if one considers a collec-
tion of transition kernels each having the same invariant distribution and alternates
between them in a way that does not depend on the outcomes prior to a switch, then
the resulting empirical measure will in fact converge to the common invariant distri-
bution. This fact is used (at least implicitly) in the parallel tempering algorithm itself,
where one alternates the pair of particles being considered for swapping according to
deterministic or random rules so long as the random rules do not rely on previously
observed outcomes.
Now we use the fact that each partial infinite swapping model is a limit of either
a parallel tempering algorithm where only some pairs of particles are considered for
swapping, or some more general form of parallel tempering which would allow groups
of particles to simultaneously swap (according to an appropriate Metropolis-type ac-
ceptance rule). An example in the earlier category would be A in Example 6.4, which
arises if only the pairs corresponding to temperatures τ1, τ2 and τ2, τ3 are allowed to
swap, whereas an example in the latter category would be B in Example 6.5, which
corresponds to allowing the particle at temperature τi to move to the location of the
particle at temperature τi−1 (with τ0 = τ4), and the reverse. Furthermore, each of
these partial infinite swapping models arises as a limit of transition kernels of the corre-
sponding temperature swapped processes which preserve the same common invariant
distribution. In taking the limit as the swap rate tends to infinity, the correspondence
between particle locations for a particle swapped process and the “instantaneously
equilibrated” temperature swapped process Y¯ is lost. However, one can construct a
consistent algorithm by reconstructing this correspondence. In fact one should choose
the particle location according to the probabilities (under the invariant distribution)
associated with the various permutations in the subgroup. See Subsection 6.3 for
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more detailed discussion on the intuition behind this approximation algorithm.
We next present an algorithm for alternating between two partial infinite swapping
dynamics. The restriction to two is for notational convenience only. Suppose that the
dynamics are indexed by the corresponding subgroups A and B, and that nA steps of
subgroup A are to be alternated with nB steps of subgroup B. For simplicity we do
not describe a “burn-in” period. As in (6.1) and (6.2) we let αA(y, dz) and w˜A(y)
denote the transition kernel for A and the weights allocated to the permutation σ ∈ A,
respectively, and similarly for B.
Algorithm 6.6. (Approximation to full infinite swapping)
1. Initialization: X¯
A
(0) = Y¯ (0; 0) ∈ (Rd)K , ℓ = 1.
2. Loop ℓ:
(a) Initialization for A dynamics: set Y¯ (ℓ; 0) = X¯
A
(ℓ− 1).
(b) Subgroup A dynamics: update Y¯ (ℓ; k), k = 1, . . . , nA according to the
transition kernel αA, and add∑
σ∈A
w˜A(Y¯ σ(ℓ; k))δY¯σ(ℓ;k)
to the un-normalized empirical measure.
(c) Reconstructing particle locations at the end of A dynamics: Let X¯
B
(ℓ)
be a random sample from the set {Y¯σ(ℓ;nA) : σ ∈ A} according to the
weights {w˜A(Y¯ σ(ℓ;nA)) : σ ∈ A}.
(d) Initialization for B dynamics: set Y¯ (ℓ;nA) = X¯
B
(ℓ).
(e) Subgroup B dynamics: update Y¯ (ℓ; k), k = nA+1, . . . , nA+nB according
to the transition kernel αB , and add∑
σ∈B
w˜B(Y¯ σ(ℓ; k))δY¯σ(ℓ;k)
to the un-normalized empirical measure.
(f) Reconstructing particle locations at the end of B dynamics: Let X¯
A
(ℓ)
be a random sample from the set {Y¯σ(ℓ;nA+ nB) : σ ∈ B} according to
the weights {w˜B(Y¯ σ(ℓ;nA + nB)) : σ ∈ B}.
(g) Set ℓ = ℓ+ 1 and loop back to (a).
3. Normalize the empirical measure.
6.3. Discussions on the approximation. In this section we further discuss
the intuition underlying the handoff rule between different partial infinite swapping
dynamics and the approximation algorithm of the previous section. We temporarily
assume that the model is in continuous time since the intuition is most transparent
in this case.
For simplicity let us assume that there are three temperatures and two groups
A = {(1, 2, 3), (2, 1, 3)} and B = {(1, 2, 3), (1, 3, 2)}. That is, under group A dynamics
only pairwise swaps between the temperatures τ1 and τ2 are allowed, while under the
group B dynamics, only the swaps between τ2 and τ3 are allowed. See Figure 6.1.
Consider the following prelimit swapping model. Let the swap rate be a. The
dynamics corresponding to group A and group B will be alternated on time intervals
of length h. Hence on the interval [2kh, (2k + 1)h) the particle swapped process
(X¯a1 , X¯
a
2 , X¯
a
3 ) only involves swaps between temperatures τ1 and τ2. One can easily
construct the corresponding temperature swapped process (Y¯ a1 , Y¯
a
2 , Y¯
a
3 ) as before.
Note that X¯a3 = Y¯
a
3 on this time interval. Similarly, on the interval [(2k + 1)h, (2k +
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Fig. 6.1. Approximation via partial infinite swapping
2)h), only swaps between τ2 and τ3 are allowed and on this interval X¯
a
1 = Y¯
a
1 . Note
that there is no ambiguity for the prelimit processes at the switch times t = h, 2h, . . . ,
since the locations of the particles (X¯a1 , X¯
a
2 , X¯
a
3 ) are known.
Now consider the limit as a→∞ with h being fixed. Without loss of generality,
we will only discuss how to deal with the switch of the dynamics at time t = h.
On the time interval [0, h) we have the partial infinite swapping limit process Y¯
A
=
(Y¯1, Y¯2, Y¯3) that corresponds to the group A. Similarly it is clear that on the time
interval [h, 2h) we should have the partial infinite swapping process Y¯
B
corresponding
to the group B. The problem is, however, by taking the limit, we lose the information
on the locations of the particles (X¯a1 , X¯
a
2 , X¯
a
3 ). Unless we can somehow recover this
information at the switch time t = h to assign Y¯
B
(h), we cannot determine the
dynamics of Y¯
B
on [h, 2h). The key is to recall that the infinite swapping limit
instantaneously equilibrates multiple locations according to the invariant distribution.
In other words, given Y¯
A
(h−) = y = (y1, y2, y3), the locations of the particles are
distributed according to∑
σ∈A
w˜A(yσ)δyσ =
π(y1, y2, y3)δ(y1,y2,y3) + π(y2, y1, y3)δ(y2,y1,y3)
π(y1, y2, y3) + π(y2, y1, y3)
.
Therefore, in order to identify the locations of the particles at time h, we will take
a random sample from this distribution once Y¯
A
(h−) is known. This explains the
handoff rule used at the switch times of partial infinite swapping processes.
Now we let h → 0. Since A and B generate the whole permutation group SK ,
it is easy to check that at each time instant, the locations of {yσ : σ ∈ SK} are
equilibrated according to their invariant distribution, and therefore in the limit we
will attain the full infinite swapping model. This can be made rigorous by exploiting
the time scale separation between the slow diffusion processes (Y¯
A
, Y¯
B
) and the fast
switching process. We omit the proof because the discussion is largely motivational.
Coming back to the discrete time partial infinite swapping model, it is clear that
Algorithm 6.6 is nothing but a straightforward adaption of the preceding discussion
to discrete time. The only difference is that one cannot establish an analogous result
regarding approximation to the full infinite swapping model as in continuous time.
The subtlety here is that in continuous time, as h → 0, one can basically ignore any
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effect from the diffusion on any small time interval and assume that the process is only
making jumps between different permutations of a fixed triple (y1, y2, y3). This time
scale separation is no longer valid in discrete time. In this setting, the performance
of a scheme based on interweaving partial infinite swapping schemes lies between
parallel tempering and full infinite swapping, and computational results suggest that
it is closer to the latter than the former.
The issue of which interwoven partial schemes will perform best is an open ques-
tion. In practice we have used schemes of the following form. Suppose that a set
of say 45 temperatures is given. We then partition 45 into blocks of sizes 3, 6, . . . , 6,
with the first block containing the lowest three temperatures, the second block the
next six, and so on. Dynamic A then is given by allowing all permutations within
each block. Note that the complexity of the coefficients is then no worse than 6!.
In Dynamic B we use the partition 6, 6, . . . , 6, 3. The form of the partial scheme is
heuristically motivated by allowing the largest possible overlap between the different
blocks when switching between dynamics, subject to the constraint that blocks be of
size no greater than 6.
7. Numerical examples. In this section we present data comparing parallel
tempering at various swap rates and both full and partial infinite swapping. We
present what we call “relaxation studies.” The quantity of interest is the average po-
tential energy of the lowest temperature component under the invariant distribution.
In these studies, the system is run a long time to reach equilibrium, after which it is
repeatedly pushed out of equilibrium and we measure the time needed to “relax” back
to equilibrium. Each cycle consists of temporarily raising the temperatures of some
of the lowest temperature components for a number of steps sufficient to push the av-
erage potential energy away from the “true” value (as measured by either sample or
time averages). The temperatures are then returned to their “true” values for a fixed
number of steps, and the process is then repeated 2,000 times. We plot the average of
the 2,000 samples as a function of the number of moves, and the performance of the
algorithm is captured by the rate at which these averages approach the correct value.
Figure 3 Figure 4
Figures 3 and 4 present data for a Lennard-Jones cluster of 13 atoms, using
the “smart Monte Carlo” scheme of [18] for the simulation of the dynamics, which
produces a relatively large move in configuration space for each step. The “true” value
is approximately -42.92. This is a relatively simple model, and was studied using only
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4 temperatures. The temperatures are dropped to the true values at step 50. Infinite
swapping converges more rapidly than any of the parallel tempering schemes. We see
in Figure 3 that the most efficient of the parallel tempering schemes appears to use an
attempted swap rate of around 64%. [The rates that would typically be used in such
calculations are in the range of 5-10%.] Figure 4 magnifies a portion of the graph,
but plots only the best parallel tempering result and adds a partial infinite swapping
result based on blocks of the form 1,3 and 3,1, and with a handoff at each Metropolis
step. Little difference is observed between the partial and full forms, though exclusive
use of either of the partial forms by itself performs poorly.
Figure 5
The Lennard-Jones cluster of 13 atoms is not a particularly demanding problem,
but is presented so a comparison can be made between the full and partial infinite
swapping forms. A much more complex example is the Lennard-Jones cluster of 38
atoms. Data for this example obtained using a 45 temperature ensemble is given in
Figure 5. Because full infinite swapping is impossible for this larger computational
ensemble, we use the partial form. For comparison, results are also presented for
parallel tempering.
The details concerning the computational methods underlying both the parallel
tempering and infinite swapping results of Figure 5 along with a discussion of the tem-
perature ensemble involved for this example can be found in [14]. Briefly summarized,
as with the previous 13-atom Lennard-Jones example, Figure 5 denotes the results
of a series of relaxation experiments. Here, however, 45 temperatures are used with
the lowest 15 being involved in the heating/cooling process. The heating and cooling
cycles consist of 1200 smart Monte Carlo moves, each of one unit Lennard-Jones time
duration. The cooling segment is taken as the portion of the cycle from moves 200
to 800 with the remainder being the heating portion. During the cooling portion of
the cycle the 45 temperatures in the ensemble cover the range from (0.050-0.210) in
temperature steps of 0.005, and from (0.210 - 0.330) in steps of 0.010 while during
the heating portion of the cycle temperatures less than or equal to 0.150 are set equal
to 0.150. The results shown in Figure 5 are obtained using 600 thermal cycles.
The 38-atom Lennard-Jones cluster has an interesting landscape. In particular,
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while the global and lowest-lying local minima are similar in energy, the minimum
energy pathway that separates them involves appreciably higher energies and contains
13 separate barriers [24, Chapter 8.3]. As discussed in [14], the partial infinite swap-
ping approach is appreciably more effective than conventional tempering approaches
in providing a proper sampling of this complex potential energy landscape.
8. Appendix.
8.1. Proof of Theorem 4.1. Throughout the proof, we let S = S1×S1, where
S1 ⊂ Rd is convex and compact. Let P(S) denote the Polish space of all probability
measures on S equipped with the topology of weak convergence. For any probability
measure ν ∈ P(S), define its mirror image νR ∈ P(S) by requiring
νR(A×B) = ν(B ×A)
for all Borel sets A,B ⊂ Rd. Furthermore, as in the rest of the paper, a bold symbol
x ∈ S means x = (x1, x2), where x1, x2 ∈ Rd, and xR = (x2, x1). We also use the
notation
α(x, dy)
.
= α1(x1, dy1)α2(x2, dy2),
which is a probability transition kernel defined on S given S.
To prove the uniform large deviation principle, it suffices to prove the equivalent
uniform Laplace principle [3, Chapter 1]. To simplify the proof we have assumed that
S is compact. This would be the case if, e.g., V is defined with periodic boundary
conditions. The general case can be handled under (2.1) by using V as a Lyapunov
function [3, Section 8.2]. It will be convenient to split this into upper and lower
bounds. We also consider just the (more complicated) case where aT → ∞ but
aT < ∞ for each T . Allowing aT = ∞ requires a different notation to handle this
special case, but does not change the structure of the proof otherwise.
We will show for any bounded continuous function F : P(S)→ R that
lim
T→∞
− 1
T
logE [exp{−TF (ηaTT )}] = inf
ν∈P(S)
[F (ν) + I∞(ν)] . (8.1)
By adding a constant to both sides we can assume F ≥ 0, and do so for the rest of
this section.
The proof of the uniform large deviation principle is based on the weak con-
vergence approach. The proof is complicated by the multiscale aspect of the fast
swapping process, as well as the fact that ηaTT is a weighted empirical measure that
involves this fast process.
8.2. Preliminary results.
8.2.1. A representation. We first state a stochastic control representation for
the left hand side of (8.1). As with the derivation of the infinite swapping process
via weak convergence, it will be necessary to work with the (distributionally equiv-
alent) temperature swapped processes for tightness to hold. In the representation,
all random variables used to construct ηaTT are replaced by random variables whose
distribution is selected, and both the distributions and the random variables will be
distinguished from their uncontrolled, original counterparts by an overbar. For this
reason, while the continuous time process is denoted by Y a(t), we change notation
and use Ua(j) rather than Y¯
a
(j) to denote the discrete time process.
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We first construct the temperature swapped process. Let α(x, dy|0) = α(x, dy)
and α(x, dy|1) = α(xR, dyR), and let {Naj , j = 0, 1, . . .} be iid geometric random
variables with parameter 1/(1+a), i.e. geometric random variables with mean a. Then
the random variables {Ua(j), j = 0, 1, . . .}, {Maℓ (j), j = 0, 1, . . . , ℓ = 0, 1, . . . , Naj } are
constructed recursively as follows. Given Ma0 (j) = z and U
a(j) = x, Ua(j + 1) is
distributed according to α(x, dy|z). The process Maℓ (j), ℓ = 0, 1, . . . , Naj is a Markov
chain with states {0, 1} and transition probabilities
p(0, 0|x) = g(x) p(0, 1|x) = 1− g(x)
p(1, 0|x) = 1− g(xR) p(1, 0|x) = g(xR) . (8.2)
The initial value for the subsequent interval is given by Ma0 (j+1) = M
a
Naj
(j). Letting
{τaj,ℓ, i = 0, 1, . . . , ℓ = 0, 1, . . . , Naj −1} be iid exponential random variables with mean
1/a, the temperature swapped process in continuous time is then given by
Y
a(t) = Ua(j) for
j−1∑
i=0
Naj −1∑
ℓ=0
τai,ℓ ≤ t <
j∑
i=0
Naj −1∑
ℓ=0
τai,ℓ,
(with the convention that the sum from 0 to −1 is 0),
Za(t) = Maℓ (j) for
j−1∑
i=0
ℓ−1∑
k=0
τai,k ≤ t <
j−1∑
i=0
ℓ∑
k=0
τai,k,
and lastly the ordinary and weighted empirical measures are given by
ψaT =
1
T
∫ T
0
δY a(t)dt and η
a
T =
1
T
∫ T
0
[
1{Za(t)=0}δY a(t) + 1{Za(t)=1}δY a(t)R
]
dt.
Let σa denote the exponential distribution with mean 1/a and let βa denote the
geometric distribution with mean a. For the representation, all distributions [e.g.,
α(x, dy|z)], can be perturbed from their original form, but such a perturbation pays
a relative entropy cost. We distinguish the new distributions and random variables
by using an overbar. Given T ∈ (0,∞), let Ra and Ka be the discrete time indices
when the continuous time parameter reaches T , i.e.,
Ra−2∑
i=0
Nai −1∑
k=0
τai,k +
Ka−1∑
k=0
τaRa−1,k ≤ T <
Ra−2∑
i=0
Nai −1∑
k=0
τai,k +
Ka∑
k=0
τaRa−1,k. (8.3)
In this representation the barred quantities are constructed analogously to their
unbarred counterparts. Thus, e.g., R¯a and N¯ai are defined by (8.3) but with τ
a
i,k
replaced by τ¯ai,k. Random variables corresponding to any given value of j are con-
structed in the order U¯
a
(j+1), N¯aj , M¯
a
ℓ (j), τ¯
a
i,ℓ, ℓ = 0, 1, . . . , N¯
a
j , and then j is updated
to j+1. Barred measures, which are also allowed to depend on discrete time, are used
to construct the corresponding barred random variables, e.g., U¯
a
(j+1) is (condition-
ally) distributed according to α¯j(U¯
a
(j), ·|M¯a0 (j)). The infimum is over all collections
of measures {α¯j , β¯aj , p¯j,ℓ, σ¯aj,ℓ} and, although this is not denoted explicitly, any partic-
ular measure can depend on all previously constructed random variables. To simplify
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notation we let N¯a
R¯a
denote K¯a. We state the representation for {ηaT }, and note that
an analogous representation holds for {ψaT }.
Lemma 8.1. Let G : P(S)×N→ R be bounded from below and measurable. Then
the representation
− 1
T
logE [exp{−TG(ηaT , Ra)}] = inf E
G(η¯aT , R¯a)
+
1
T
R¯a−1∑
i=0
[
R
(
α¯i(U¯
a
(i), ·|M¯a0 (i))
∥∥α(U¯a(i), ·|M¯a0 (i)))+R (β¯ai ‖βa )]
+
1
T
R¯a−1∑
i=0
N¯ai −1∑
k=0
[
R
(
p¯i,k(M¯
a
k (i), ·|U¯a(i))
∥∥p(M¯ak (i), ·|U¯a(i)))+R (σ¯ai,k ‖σa )]

is valid.
The proof of such representations follow from the chain rule for relative entropy
(see, e.g., [3, Section B.2]). A novel feature of the representation here is that the total
number of discrete time steps is random. However, this case can easily be reduced to
the case with a fixed deterministic number of steps.
8.2.2. Rate for the ordinary empirical measure. Notation for marginals.
We will frequently factor measures on product spaces in the proof. For a (determin-
istic) probability measure ν on a product space such as S1 × S2 × S3, with each Si a
Polish space, we use notation such as ν1,2 to denote the marginal distribution on the
first 2 components, and notation such as ν1|3 to denote the conditional distribution
on the first component given the third. When ν is a measurable random measure
these can all be chosen so that they are also measurable.
We will make use of the rate function for the ordinary empirical measure. Let
ϕ(x, dy) = α(x, dy|0)ρ0(x) + α(x, dy|1)ρ1(x), where ρ0(x) = ρ(x) and ρ1(x) =
ρ(xR), and let µ¯(dx) = [π(x)+π(xR)]dx/2 be its unique invariant probability distri-
bution. If γ is absolutely continuous with respect to µ¯ with κ(x) = [dγ/dµ¯](x), then
set
K(γ) = 1−
∫ √
κ(x)κ(y)µ¯(dx)ϕ(x, dy).
Note that K is convex. We then extend the definition to all of P(S) via lower semi-
continuous regularization with respect to the weak topology. Thus if γi → γ in
the weak topology and if each γi is absolutely continuous with respect to µ¯, then
lim infiK(γi) ≥ K(γ), and we have equality for at least one such sequence. Note
that since µ¯ is mutually absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, this
means that K(γ) ≤ 1 for all γ ∈ P(S).
The following lemma will help relate weak limits of quantities in the representa-
tions to the rate function of the ordinary empirical measure.
Lemma 8.2. Let γ ∈ P(S) be absolutely continuous with respect to µ¯ and let κ =
[dγ/dµ¯]. Assume A ∈ (0,∞), ν ∈ P(S×S) is such that [ν]1 = [ν]2, R(ν‖[ν]1⊗ϕ) <∞,
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r is such that r[ν]1 = κµ¯, and 0 ≤ −
∫
log r(y)[ν]1(dy) <∞. Then
K(γ) = 1−
∫ √
κ(x)κ(y)µ¯(dx)ϕ(x, dy) (8.4)
≤ AR(ν‖[ν]1 ⊗ ϕ)−A
∫
log r(y)[ν]1(dy) +A logA−A+ 1.
Proof. Let C be the set where κ(x) = 0. Then − ∫ log r(y)[ν]1(dy) <∞ implies
r(y) > 0 a.s. with respect to [ν]1(dy), and we also have
∫
r(y)[ν]1(dy) = 1, so that
r(y) < ∞ a.s. with respect to [ν]1(dy). It follows that [ν]1(C) = 0. Now suppose
that ∫ √
κ(x)κ(y)µ¯(dx)ϕ(x, dy) = 0.
Then κ(x)κ(y) = 0 a.s. with respect to Lebesgue measure, and so if κ(x) 6= 0
then ϕ(x, {y : κ(y) > 0}) = 0, or ϕ(x, C) = 1. Thus ν((S\C) × C) = 0, while
[ν]1 ⊗ϕ((S\C)×C) = 1, which implies R(ν‖[ν]1 ⊗ϕ) =∞, which is a contradiction.
We conclude that ∫ √
κ(x)κ(y)µ¯(dx)ϕ(x, dy) > 0.
Since also ∫ √
κ(x)κ(y)µ¯(dx)ϕ(x, dy) ≤ 1,
it follows that
− log
∫ √
κ(x)κ(y)µ¯(dx)ϕ(x, dy) ∈ [0,∞).
Since R(ν‖[ν]1 ⊗ ϕ) <∞ and since µ¯ is the invariant distribution of ϕ it follows
that R([ν]1‖µ¯) <∞ [3, Lemma 8.6.2]. This means that∫
log
κ(x)
r(x)
[ν]1(dx) <∞,
and since − ∫ log r(y)[ν]1(dy) <∞, it follows that − ∫ log κ(x)[ν]1(dx) > −∞. From
[ν]1 = [ν]2 we conclude that
− 1
2
∫
[log κ(x) + log κ(y)] ν(dx, dy) > −∞. (8.5)
By relative entropy duality ([3, Proposition 1.4.2])
− log
∫ √
κ(x)κ(y)µ¯(dx)ϕ(x, dy)
= − log
∫
e
1
2 [log κ(x)+log κ(y)]µ¯(dx)ϕ(x, dy)
≤ R(ν‖µ¯⊗ ϕ)− 1
2
∫
[log κ(x) + log κ(y)] ν(dx, dy)
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is valid as long as the right hand side is not of the form ∞−∞, which is true by
(8.5). The chain rule then gives
− log
∫
e
1
2 [log κ(x)+log κ(y)]µ¯(dx)ϕ(x, dy)
≤ R(ν‖µ¯⊗ ϕ)−
∫
log κ(x)[ν]1(dx)
= R(ν‖[ν]1 ⊗ ϕ) +R([ν]1‖µ¯)−
∫
log κ(x)[ν]1(dx)
= R(ν‖[ν]1 ⊗ ϕ)−
∫
log r(x)[ν]1(dx),
and thus
−
∫ √
κ(x)κ(y)µ¯(dx)ϕ(x, dy) ≤ −e−R(ν‖[ν]1⊗ϕ)+
∫
log r(x)[ν]1(dx).
Then (8.4) follows from the fact that if a ∈ R and b ∈ (0,∞) then−e−a ≤ ab+b log b−b
by taking a = R(ν‖[ν]1 ⊗ ϕ)−
∫
log r(x)[ν]1(dx) and b = A.
8.2.3. Decomposition of the exponential distribution. In the construction
of ηaT we used independent exponential random variables τ
a
i,k and geometric random
variables Nai , and the fact that for each i
Nai −1∑
ℓ=0
τai,ℓ
is exponential with mean one. This deomposition corresponds to a relationship in
relative entropies, which we now state.
Lemma 8.3. For a ∈ (0,∞), let N¯a be distributed according to a random probabil-
ity measure β¯a on {0, 1, . . .}. Given N¯a = ℓ, for k ∈ {0, 1, . . . l} let τ¯ak (ℓ) be distributed
according to a random probability measure σ¯ak(ℓ) on [0,∞). Let σ¯ be the distribution
of the random variable
τ¯ =
N¯a−1∑
k=0
τ¯ak (N¯
a).
Then
E
R (β¯a ‖βa )+ N¯a−1∑
k=0
R
(
σ¯ak(N¯
a) ‖σa )
 ≥ E [R (σ¯ ∥∥σ1 )] .
Proof. Define a measure µ on the space N+ ×
∏∞
i=0[0,∞) as follows. For any
ℓ ∈ N+ and any sequence A0, A1, . . . of Borel measurable subsets of [0,∞),
µ ({l} ×A0 ×A1 × . . .) = βa (l)
∞∏
k=0
σa (Ak) ,
and similarly define the measure µ¯ by
µ¯ ({l} ×A0 ×A1 × . . .) = β¯a (l)
(
ℓ−1∏
k=0
σ¯ak(ℓ) (Ak)
)(
∞∏
k=ℓ
σa (Ak)
)
.
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Then by the chain rule of relative entropy
E [R (µ¯ ‖µ )] = E
[
R
(
β¯a ‖βa )+ ∞∑
ℓ=0
ℓ−1∑
k=0
R (σ¯ak(ℓ) ‖σa ) β¯a (ℓ)
]
.
Since
E
N¯a−1∑
k=0
R
(
σ¯ak(N¯
a) ‖σa )
 = E
E
 N¯a−1∑
k=0
R
(
σ¯ak(N¯
a) ‖σa )
∣∣∣∣∣∣ N¯a

= E
[
∞∑
ℓ=0
ℓ−1∑
k=0
R (σ¯ak(ℓ) ‖σa ) β¯a (ℓ)
]
,
it follows that
E [R (µ¯ ‖µ )] = E
R (β¯a ‖βa )+ N¯a−1∑
k=0
R
(
σ¯ak(N¯
a) ‖σa )
 .
Observe that τ¯ can be written as a measurable mapping on N+ ×
∏∞
i=0[0,∞) and
that σ¯ and σ1 are the distributions induced on [0,∞) under that map by µ¯ and µ,
respectively. Since relative entropy can only decrease under such a mapping, it follows
that ER (µ¯ ‖µ ) ≥ ER (σ¯ ∥∥σ1 ).
8.3. Lower bound. The proof of the lower bound will be partitioned into three
cases according to a parameter C ∈ (1,∞). After the three cases have been argued,
the proof of the lower bound will be completed. The first two cases are very sim-
ple, and give estimates when Ra/T is small (i.e., unusually few exponential clocks
with mean 1 are needed before time T is reached) or when Ra/T is large (i.e., an
unusually large number of of such clocks are needed to reach tome T ). The pro-
cesses {Ua(j)} and {Maℓ (j)} play no role in these estimates, and the required es-
timates follow from Chebyshev’s inequality as it is used in the proof of Cra´mer’s
Theorem. We will need the function h (b) = − log b+ b− 1, b ∈ [0,∞), which satisfies
inf
{
R
(
γ
∥∥σ1 ) : ∫ uγ (du) = b} = h (b).
8.3.1. The case Ra/T ≤ 1/C.. Let F : P(S)→ R be non-negative and contin-
uous. Then
− 1
T
logE
[
exp{−TF (ηaT )−∞1{[0,1/C]}c(Ra/T )}
]
= − 1
T
logE
[
exp {−TF (ηaT )} 1{[0,1/C]}(Ra/T )
]
≥ − 1
T
logP

⌊T/C⌋+1∑
i=0
τ1i ≥ T
 .
By Chebyshev’s inequality, for α ∈ (0, 1)
P

⌊T/C⌋+1∑
i=0
τ1i ≥ T
 = P {eα∑⌊T/C⌋+1i=0 τ1i ≥ eαT}
≤ exp
{
(⌊T/C⌋+ 2)
(
log
1
1− α − αC
)}
.
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Optimizing this inequality over α ∈ (0, 1) gives
lim inf
T→∞
− 1
T
logE
[
exp{−TF (ηaT )−∞1{[0,1/C]}c(Ra/T )}
]
≥ lim inf
T→∞
1
T
(⌊T/C⌋+ 2)h (C)
=
h (C)
C
.
Note that h (C) /C → 1 as C →∞.
8.3.2. The case Ra/T ≥ C.. With F as in the last section, an analogous argu-
ment gives
lim inf
T→∞
− 1
T
logE
[
exp{−TF (ηaT )−∞1{[C,∞)}c(Ra/T )}
]
≥ lim inf
T→∞
1
T
(⌊T (C − 1)⌋+ 2)h
(
1
C − 1
)
= (C − 1)h
(
1
C − 1
)
.
Note that (C − 1)h (1/ (C − 1))→∞ as C →∞. .
8.3.3. The case 1/C ≤ Ra/T ≤ C.. To analyze this case it will be sufficient to
consider any deterministic sequence {ra} such that 1/C ≤ ra/T ≤ C, and such that
ra/T → A as T →∞, and obtain lower bounds on
lim inf
T→∞
− 1
T
logE
[
exp{−TF (ηaT )−∞1{ra/T}c(Ra/T )}
]
.
Since I∞ is convex, to prove the lower bound for (8.1) we can assume F is convex
and lower semicontinuous [3, Theorem 1.2.1]. The representation from Lemma 8.1
will be applied. We first note that the representation will include a term of the form
∞1{ra/T}c(R¯a/T ) on the right hand side. We can remove this term if we restrict the
infimum to controls for which R¯a = ra w.p.1, and do so for notational convenience.
The representation thus becomes
− 1
T
logE
[
exp{−TF (ηaT )−∞1{ra}c(Ra)}
]
(8.6)
= inf E
F (η¯aT ) + 1T
ra−1∑
i=0
[
R
(
α¯i(U¯
a
(i), ·|M¯a0 (i))
∥∥α(U¯a(i), ·|M¯a0 (i)))
+R
(
β¯ai ‖βa
)]
+
1
T
ra−1∑
i=0
N¯ai −1∑
k=0
[
R
(
p¯i,k(M¯
a
k (i), ·|U¯a(i))
∥∥p(M¯ak (i), ·|U¯a(i)))
+R
(
σ¯ai,k ‖σa
)
There are four relative entropy sums in (8.6). Since F is bounded from below, the
lower bound holds vacuously unless each such term is uniformly bounded.
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We first show that the empirical distribution on N¯ai converges to δ∞ by using a
martingale argument. For C1, C2 ⊂ [0,∞), let
ξT (C1 × C2) .= 1
ra
ra−1∑
i=0
δN¯ai (C1)β¯
a
i (C2).
Consider the one-point compactification of [0,∞), which we identify with [0,∞], and
left f : [0,∞]→ R be bounded and continuous. Then for any ε > 0
P
{∣∣∣∣∫ [f(z1)− f(z2)]ξT (dz1 × dz2)∣∣∣∣ ≥ ε} (8.7)
= P
{∣∣∣∣∣ 1ra
ra−1∑
i=0
(
f(N¯ai )−
∫
f(n)β¯ai (dn)
)∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ ε
}
≤ 1
ε2
E
∣∣∣∣∣ 1ra
ra−1∑
i=0
(
f(N¯ai )−
∫
f(n)β¯ai (dn)
)∣∣∣∣∣
2

≤ ‖f‖
2
∞
ε2ra
→ 0,
and thus any weak limit of ξT has identical marginals. Next note that by Jensen’s
inequality and since ra/T → A ∈ (0,∞), the uniform bound on the second rel-
ative entropy sum implies that ER
(
[ξT ]2 ‖βa
)
is uniformly bounded. Using that
inf{R (γ ‖βa ) :
∫
uγ (du) = b} = b log ba + (1 + b) log 1+a1+b , is follows that the weak
limit of [ξT ]2 = δ∞ w.p.1.
Next we consider the asymptotic properties of the collection
{
M¯aℓ (i)
}
, under
boundedness of the third relative entropy sum. We use that the empirical measure of
the
{
N¯ai
}
tends to δ∞. Since p(·, ·|U¯a(i)) is the transition function of a finite state
Markov chain this means that asymptotically the M¯ak (i), k = 0, . . . , N¯
a
i are samples
from the transition probability (8.2) with x = U¯
a
(i), and in particular that M¯a0 (i+1)
is asymptotically conditionally independent with distribution (ρ(x), 1− ρ(x)). In-
deed, a martingale argument similar to (8.7) shows that if
µT (C1 × C2) .= 1
ra
ra−1∑
i=0
δU¯a(i)(C1)δM¯a0 (i)(C2),
and if µ∞ is the weak limit of any convergent subsequence (which must exist by
compactness), then(
[µ∞]2|1({0} |y), [µ∞]2|1({1} |y)
)
= (ρ(y), 1 − ρ(y)) [µ∞]1-a.s., (8.8)
and the same is true for the empirical measure of
{
M¯ak (i), k = 0, . . . , N¯
a
i
}
.
We next remove the third relative entropy sum from the representation (8.6), and
obtain a lower bound for the right hand side using Lemma 8.3. Let σˆai denote the
distribution of the random variable
τˆai =
N¯ai −1∑
ℓ=0
τ¯ai,ℓ
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Then we have the lower bound
− 1
T
logE
[
exp{−TF (ηaT )−∞1{ra}c(Ra)}
]
(8.9)
≥ inf
F (Eη¯aT ) + 1T E
ra−1∑
i=0
[
R
(
α¯i(U¯
a
(i), ·|M¯a0 (i))
∥∥α(U¯a(i), ·|M¯a0 (i)))
+R
(
σˆai
∥∥σ1 )]
 .
To study the lower bound of (8.9) we introduce the measures
κT (C1 × C2 × C3) .= 1
ra
ra−1∑
i=0
δU¯a(i)(C1)α¯i(U¯
a
(i), C2|M¯a0 (i))δM¯a0 (i)(C3)
ξT (C1 × C2) .= 1
T
ra−1∑
i=0
δU¯a(i)(C1)δ(mˆai )−1(C2)mˆ
a
i ,
where mˆai is the conditional mean of τˆ
a
i . The restriction on the control measures
implies
ra−2∑
i=0
τˆai ≤ T <
ra−1∑
i=0
τˆai ,
and since function h is increasing on (1,∞), we can assume without loss of generality
that mˆara−1 ≤ 1.
We introduce the function ℓ : R+ → R+ given by ℓ (b) = b log b− b+1. Note that
h (b) = bℓ (1/b). The sequence
{
κT
}
is tight because S and {0, 1} are compact. Using
the fact that σˆai selects the conditional distribution of τˆ
a
i and inf{R
(
γ
∥∥σ1 ) : ∫ uγ (du)
= b} = h (b), we have
E
[
1
T
ra−1∑
i=0
R
(
σˆai
∥∥σ1 )] ≥ E [ 1
T
ra−1∑
i=0
h(mˆai )
]
= E
[
1
T
ra−1∑
i=0
mˆai ℓ([mˆ
a
i ]
−1)
]
= E
[∫
ℓ(z)ξT (du× dz)
]
.
Hence the uniform bound on the relative entropy sum gives that
{
ξT
}
is tight. Let f :
S → R be bounded and continuous. Since α¯i(U¯a(i), ·|M¯a0 (i)) selects the conditional
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distribution of U¯
a
(i + 1), for ε > 0
P
{∣∣∣∣∣
2∑
z=1
∫
[f(y1)− f(y2)]κT (dy1 × dy2 × dz)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ ε
}
= P
{∣∣∣∣∣ 1ra
ra−1∑
i=0
(
f(U¯
a
(i+ 1))−
∫
f(y)α¯i(U¯
a
(i), dy|M¯a0 (i))
)∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ ε
}
≤ 1
ε2
E
∣∣∣∣∣ 1ra
ra−1∑
i=0
(
f(U¯
a
(i + 1))−
∫
f(y)α¯i(U¯
a
(i), dy|M¯a0 (i))
)∣∣∣∣∣
2

≤ ‖f‖
2
∞
ε2ra
→ 0.
We find that
[κ∞]1 = [κ
∞]2 w.p.1. (8.10)
Using Fatou’s lemma and the definition of ϕ, we get the lower bound AR([κ∞]1,2‖
[κ∞]1 ⊗ ϕ) on the weak limit of the corresponding relative entropies (the second sum
in (8.9)).
With regard to ξ∞, comparing the form of
[
ξT
]
1
and ψ¯aT gives
E [ξ∞]1 = Eψ¯∞.
Observe that ∫
zξT (dx× dz) = r
a
T
[
κT
]
1
(dx).
Because of the superlinearity of ℓ we have uniform integrability, and thus passing to
the limit gives ∫
z[ξ∞]1(dx)[ξ
∞]2|1(dz|x) = A[κ∞]1(dx).
Hence with the definition b(x) =
∫
z[ξ∞]2|1(dz|x), [d[κ∞]1/d[ξ∞]1](x) = b(x)/A. Us-
ing Fatou’s lemma, Jensen’s inequality and the weak convergence, we get the following
lower bound on the corresponding relative entropies (the first sum in (8.9)):
lim inf
T→∞
∫
ℓ(z)ξT (du × dz)
≥
∫
ℓ(z)ξ∞(du × dz)
≥
∫
ℓ
(∫
z[ξ∞]2|1(dz|x)
)
[ξ∞]1(dx)
=
∫
ℓ (b(x)) [ξ∞]1(dx)
= A
∫
h(1/b(x))[κ∞]1(dx).
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Let r(y) = A/b (y). Then we can write the combined lower bound on the relative
entropies as
AER([κ∞]1,2‖[κ∞]1 ⊗ ϕ) +AE
∫
h(1/b(x))[κ∞]1(dx)
= AER([κ∞]1,2‖[κ∞]1 ⊗ ϕ)−AE
∫
log r(y)[κ∞]1(dy) +A logA−A+ 1. (8.11)
We next consider ψ¯aT and η¯
a
T . Using the limiting properties of the M¯
a
k (i), we have
η¯aT (C) =
1
T
∫ T
0
[
1{Z¯a(t)=0}δY¯ a(t)(C) + 1{Z¯a(t)=1}δY¯ a(t)R(C)
]
dt
→
∫ [
ρ(y)δy(C) + (1 − ρ(y))δyR(C)
]
[ξ∞]1
= η¯∞(C)
and
ψ¯aT (C) =
1
T
∫ T
0
δY¯ a(t)(C)dt→
∫
C
[ξ∞]1 = ψ¯∞(C).
Note that this implies the relation
η¯∞(C) =
∫
C
[
ρ(y)ψ¯∞(dy) + ρ(y
R)ψ¯∞(dy
R)
]
. (8.12)
Finally we consider the weighted empirical measure. By (8.11), Lemma 8.2 and
Jensen’s inequality we have the lower bound
[
F (Eη¯∞) +K(Eψ¯∞)
]
for the limit in-
ferior of the right hand side of (8.6), where η¯∞ and ψ¯∞ are related by (8.12). Thus
we need only show that
K(Eψ¯∞) ≥ I0(Eη¯∞) = I∞(Eη¯∞).
The equality follows from the definition of I∞ and (8.12). Let a(y) = [dEψ¯∞/dµ¯](y).
Then
K(Eψ¯∞) = 1−
∫ √
a(x)a(y)µ¯(dx)ϕ(x, dy)
and
I0(Eη¯∞) = 1−
∫
1
2
√
(a(x) + a(xR)) (a(y) + a(yR))µ(dx)α(x, dy).
Using that ρ(x) = 1− ρ(xR) and symmetry∫ √
a(x)a(y)
1
2
[
µ(dx) + µ(dxR)
] (
ρ(x)α(x, dy) + ρ(xR)α(xR, dyR)
)
=
1
2
∫ (√
a(x)a(y) +
√
a(xR)a(yR)
)
µ(dx)
(
ρ(x)α(x, dy) + ρ(xR)α(xR, dyR)
)
=
1
2
∫ (√
a(x)a(y) +
√
a(xR)a(yR)
)
µ(dx)α(x, dy).
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We now use√
a(x)a(y) +
√
a(xR)a(yR) ≤
√
(a(x) + a(xR)) (a(y) + a(yR))
to obtain K(Eψ¯∞) ≥ I0(Eη¯∞). [We note for later use that given η¯ that is absolutely
continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure and such that I∞(η¯) < ∞, K(ψ¯) =
I0(η¯) can be shown for a ψ¯ that maps to η¯ by taking ψ¯ = [η¯ + η¯R]/2.]
8.3.4. Combining the cases. In the last subsection we showed that for any
sequence ra such that ra/T → A ∈ [1/C,C],
lim inf
T→∞
− 1
T
logE
[
exp{−TF (ηaT )−∞1{ra/T}c(Ra/T )}
] ≥ [F (Eη¯∞) + I∞(Eη¯∞)]
≥ inf
ν∈P(S)
[F (ν) + I∞(ν)] ,
and an argument by contradiction shows that the bound is uniform in A. Thus
lim inf
T→∞
− 1
T
log

⌊TC⌋∑
ra=⌈ TC ⌉
E
[
exp{−TF (ηaT )−∞1{ra/T}c(Ra/T )}
]
≥ lim inf
T→∞
− 1
T
log
TC ·
⌊TC⌋∨
ra=⌈ TC ⌉
E
[
exp{−TF (ηaT )−∞1{ra/T}c(Ra/T )}
]
≥ inf
ν∈P(S)
[F (ν) + I∞(ν)] .
We now partitionE [exp{−TF (ηaT )] according to the various cases to obtain the overall
lower bound
lim inf
T→∞
− 1
T
logE [exp{−TF (ηaTT )}]
≥ min
{
inf
ν∈P(S)
[F (ν) + I∞(ν)] ,
h (C)
C
, (C − 1)h
(
1
C − 1
)}
.
Letting C →∞ and using the fact that I∞ ≤ 1, we have the desired lower bound
lim inf
T→∞
− 1
T
logE [exp{−TF (ηaTT )}] ≥ inf
ν∈P(S)
[F (ν) + I∞(ν)] .
8.4. Upper bound. The proof of the reverse inequality
lim sup
T→∞
− 1
T
logE [exp{−TF (ηaTT )}] ≤ inf
ν∈P(S)
[F (ν) + I∞(ν)] (8.13)
is simpler. Let bounded and continuous F be given. Given ε > 0, we can find ν that
is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure and for which
[F (ν) + I∞(ν)] ≤ inf
ν∈P(S)
[F (ν) + I∞(ν)] + ε.
Next we use that I∞ is convex and I∞(µ) = 0 to find τ > 0 such that
[F (ντ ) + I∞(ντ )] ≤ [F (ν) + I∞(ν)] + ε
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when ντ = τµ + (1 − τ)ν. Note that if θ(x) = [dν/dµ](x) and θτ (x) = [dντ/dµ](x),
then θτ (x) ≥ τ > 0 and so I∞(ντ ) < 1.
We will construct a control to use in the representation such η¯aTT will converge
w.p.1 to ντ and RET will converge w.p.1 to I∞(ντ ). These convergences will follow
from the ergodic theorem, and the bound θτ (x) ≥ τ will be used to argue that the
ergodicity of the original process is inherited by the controlled process.
We now proceed to the construction. Let ς(dx) = [ντ (dx) + ντ (dxR)]/2, so that
I∞(ντ ) = K(ς). Let κ(x) = [dς/dµ¯](x) ≥ τ/2. Then
K(ς) = 1−
∫ √
κ(x)κ(y)µ¯(dx)ϕ(x, dy).
Since κ is uniformly bounded from below we have the dual relationship
− log
∫ √
κ(x)κ(y)µ¯(dx)ϕ(x, dy)
= − log
∫
e
1
2 [log κ(x)+log κ(y)]µ¯(dx)ϕ(x, dy)
= R(η‖µ¯⊗ ϕ)− 1
2
∫
[log κ(x) + log κ(y)] ν(dx, dy),
where
η(C) =
∫
C e
1
2 [log κ(x)+log κ(y)]µ¯(dx)ϕ(x, dy)∫
S2 e
1
2 [log κ(x)+log κ(y)]µ¯(dx)ϕ(x, dy)
.
Since
√
κ(x)κ(y) is symmetric in x and y automatically [η]1 = [η]2, and using the
bound κ(x) ≥ τ/2 we can factor η(dx × dy) = [η]1(dx)ϕ¯(x, dy), where ϕ¯ is the
transition kernel of a uniformly ergodic Markov chain. Let
α¯(x, dy|0) = α¯(x, dy|1) = ϕ¯(x, dy).
Notice that from the definition of ϕ¯, ϕ¯(x, dy) = ϕ¯(xR, dyR), hence α¯ has the property
that
α¯(xR, dyR|0) = α¯(x, dy|1)
These will be the transition kernels used to construct the U¯
a
(i).
Now of course the invariant distribution of ϕ¯ is [η]1, and not the desired dis-
tribution ς . Let r(x) = [dς/d[η]1](x). Then r(x) identifies the way in which the
distribution of the random variables N¯aj should be modified so that in the continuous
time the empirical measure [η]1 is reshaped into ς . Choose A so that equality holds
in (8.4), and set b(x) = Ar(x). Then β¯ai is chosen to be β
ab(x). Consistent with the
analysis of the upper bound, we do not perturb the distribution of the other variables,
so that p¯i,k(·, ·|·) = p(·, ·|·) and σ¯aj,ℓ = σa. We then construct the controlled processes
using these measures in exact analogy with the construction of the original process.
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With this choice and Lemma 8.1 we obtain the bound
− 1
T
logE [exp{−TF (ηaTT )}]
≤ E
F (η¯aT ) + 1T
R¯a−1∑
i=0
[
R
(
α¯(U¯
a
(i), ·|M¯a0 (i))
∥∥α(U¯a(i), ·|M¯a0 (i)))
+R
(
βab(U¯
a(i)) ‖βa
)] .
Now apply the ergodic theorem, and use that w.p.1 AT = R¯a/T → 1/ ∫ b(x)[η]1(dx)
= A, and also that asymptotically the conditional distribution of M¯a0 (i) is given by
(ρ0(U¯
a
(i)), ρ1(U¯
a
(i))). Then right hand side of the last display converges to we have
the limit
F (ντ ) +
1∫
b(x)[η]1(dx)
∫ [ 2∑
z=1
R (α¯(x, dy|z) ‖α(x, dy|z) ) ρz(x)
]
r(x)[η]1(dx)
+
1∫
b(x)[η]1(dx)
∫
(− log b(x) + b(x)− 1) b(x)[η]1(dx)
= F (ντ ) +A
∫
R (ϕ¯(x, dy) ‖ϕ(x, dy) ) ς(dx)−A
∫
log r(x)ς(dx) +A logA−A+ 1
= F (ντ ) +K(ς)
= F (ντ ) + I∞(ντ ).
This completes the proof of (8.13) and also the proof of Theorem 4.1.
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